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Kreps? paper accomplishes three things: (1) it selectively 

presents the history of social and behavioral disaster research 

in the United States during the 1950s and 1960s; (2) it highlights 

some of' the major substantive themes and orientations of that re- 

search; and (3) it assumes and advocates a philosouhy of research 

generally and in the disaster area specifically. 

. .. Any "outsider" approaching a strand of research that has had 

long continuity and has produced many studies and ?ublications over 

a long period of time will see patterns that may not be readily 

apparent to those directly participating, but will, in turn, nis- 

perceive matters as they are "knownt7 to those who were actually in- ~ 

volved. Thus, Kreps correctly notes the persistent and consistent 

atteEpt of the Disaster Research Center (DRC) at Ohio State Uni- 

versity to maintain a social organizational level of description 

and analysis in contrast to the Fre-3RC dominance of a social psy- 

chological orientation. On the other hand, there is a tendency on 

his part to overstate the importance of DRC research objectives as 

a factor in the historical development of DRC and to overlook how 

much was guided and directed by non-research factors stemming from 

DRC's very complex relationships with the sociology department 

and the base college of which it is a part, as well as extrauni- 

versity circumstances. 

My last two sentences, of course, merely point to what is 

commonplace in the socioloej of science ana knowledge; namely, 

that research is social behavior and researchers are social beings, 

and as such are subject to all the social factors which affect 

group and personal behavior. In that larger context, such matters 

as scientific goals and substantive research questions are but one 
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possible set of conditions influencing behavior and not necessarily 

of major importance at all times. 

Thus, on all three matters --- the history, the substantive 
orientation and the philosophy of research involved 0-- which Kreps 

discussed, the picture he presents especially of DRC, but also of 

the early National Academy of Science (HAS) disaster work is, from 

my perspective as an "insider" in both activities, partially ideal- 

ized. At least it is idealized in the following sense. The discus- 

sion is partly presented from a perspective of what might have 

happened if the whole undertaking had followed the current ideal 

norms of scientific enterprise carried out by persons acting solely 

in terms of their professional roles as social scientists. Along 

some lines, the paper by Kreps reminds me of the second chapter or 

the methodology section of most dissertations. As is well known, 

dissertatSon writers usually describe their research as if it pro- 

ceeded in an orderly and organized linear fashion, and as if the 

only mctter influencing what was done were the research goals and 

the data obtained. As anyone in academia Ynows, the methodology 

described very seldom notes the dead ends, false starts, meander- 

ings, mistakes, etc. , and most of what was actually done. Even 

more rarepi alluded to are extraresearch factors such as personal 

problems, interpersonal relationships, group pressures, institu- 

tional constraints and all the other nonresearch elements which Bn- 

tered into what was and was not done in the data-gathering and ana- 

lysis, as well as the writing of the dissertation. There is, there- 

fore, a very strong mythological tone to most methodological ac- 

counts. The presentation by Kreps of the development of the NAS and 

the DRC work is nowhere near that extreme, but it does suggest a 
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far more exclusively professional orientation and a considerably 

more organized enterprise than was actually the case, and it only 

hints at some of the crucial extraresearch factors which were usu- 

ally operative . 
There are, of course, good reasons for the limits typically 

involved in examinations of an overall research effort. 

it is often necessary to be tactful in any discussion. 

constrained by both self- and other imposed discretions. 

of the involved parties, both individuals and organizations, are 

not only still around but active participants in current disaster 

research. Thus, I would find it difficult at this time, for exam- 

ple, to be completely candid in reporting the significantly vary- 

ing relationships, especially of an informal nature, that pre- 

vailed between DRC and about ten different research-sponsoring 

agencies. In most cases, there vas mutual respect and correct 

interaction although there were exceptions. At one extreme there 

was almost complete sponsor indifference to anything that was done; 

at the other end, conscious sponsor efforts to manipulate field 

data and distort research findings. 

For one, 

beps was 

Many 

Along other lines, obtaining a fully accurate picture of what 

went on would have required intensive research totally beyond the 

mandate and resources that Kreps was given. 

involved in the birth of socio-behavioral disaster research in 

this country; however, I would have to ponder considerably, re- 

fresh my memory, and look up fugitive documents to make certain I 

was completely and correctly recalling both my own past activities 

and the early history of the area. In fact, in prepardng for this 

presentation, long-forgotten details resurfaced about the development 

I have been deeply 
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of particular studies and the operative circumstances at the time 

when some data were obtained and analyzed. 

scale DRC studies, I particularly recalled how scientific norms and 

values were proba'bly the least importat factors at play in the sit- 

uation. 

In one of the smaller 

We also cannot ignore the fact that there is a strong tradi- 

tion among methodologists, in sociology at least, to attempt to 

deal with research issues as if they are solely technical matters 

in a social void divorced from the realities of political and eco- 

nomic limitations and possibilities. To a degree, that kind of 

orientation to "means" rather than "context" has rubbed off in the 

Kreps' account. For example, the federal civil defense agency, 

under a changing set of names, was the maJ.or sponsor of disaster re- 

search in the United States in the 1950s and the 1960s. Its overall 

policies and internal politics did influence what types of research 

would be done and what Binds of research reports would be produced 

by disaster researchers. The agency and personnel involved were 

among those who did maintain a generally correct "hands off" at- 

titude towards research and researchers, but they had a major inter- 

est in only certain kinds of matters (e.g., the immediate post-dis- 

aster period rather than the long-run recovery) and were disinterest- 

ed or actively avoided other kinds of topics (e.g., disaster mitiga- 

tion planning, or in what ways political considerations influenced 

federal level decision making with respect to responding to state 

and local inquiries and requests at times of mass emergencies). 

complete and balanced assessment of the DRC research thrust would 

have to take seriously into account the influence which sponsors 

had upon the substantive kinds of questions addressed, the data 
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gathering techniques which could be used and the kinds of data 

analyses and reports which would become public. 

Let me turn now specifically to the history, substantive or- 

ientation and philosophy of research discussed in the paper by Kreps. 

As a whole, I think the paper is rather good. I do not have any 

major disagreements with most of what it states. It is more what 

it does - not cover or examine khat I want to address. I will note 

in my remarks some changes in emphases, certain qualifications and 

the filling in of factual and other gaps which, in my opinion, are 

necessary corrective and balancing additions to the paper. P-lso, 

while I will make some passing references to the HAS work, my focus 

will primarily be on matters pertinent to the histogy of DRC and 

the studies it undertook. 

f -. - 
Historv 

In regard to the selective history of disaster research pre- 

sented by Kreps, I want to clsrif'y some matters with respect to DRC. 

I want to note DRC's peculiar organizational nature which has existed 

since its establishment, some direct and indirect links in the past 

between DRC and PTAS, and the two najor phases in the historical de- 

velopment of DRC. 

From the paper by Kreps, one might reach the conclusion that 

DRC is an organization that was deliberately set up to study disas- 

ters. That is not the case at all. What happened in historical 

terms was the following. Two rather different research projects 

on disasters were initiated at Ohio State University. The projects 

involved three faculty members and a number of graduate students. 

In addition, there was a university plan to physically centralize 

certain research activities. The Label of a center was advanced to 
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cover the nlultiole but interrelated faculty and student work, the 

physical location of the work and the need for both the researchers 

and other university elments to have a sinqle name for the col- 

lective activities. In other ~ ~ ~ r d s ,  the establishment of R disas- 

ter research center at Ohio State Vnivessity fOl10%7ed onqoinp work' 

socioloeical structure came after function. 

Psrhms evey. more importantly, a center was never established 

In the sense of an orwnization with full-time nersonnel and re- 

sources of its own, includinp a cleneral budset. DRC does not exist 

in any form1 sense at either departmental, college or university 

level. Try, to this day, alm.ost all neople workiw at 9?C have been 

part-time personnel. Infrequently, there have been full-time staff 

Fenhers, but usually only for a year or tk7o duration. 

directorship, which has never been a Formal universitv position, 

has almvs heen held by Fsculty nemhers vith major and concurrent 

resnonsihilities for teachinp and service activities ifi the socio- 

lopy 4epartxent. Fugding for the Center has come almost exclusive- 

ly From external grants and contracts: thzre have not been and are 

no penera1 fundinvs or fiirect university financial suwort for 

Center activities, The snecialized library operation and the DRC 

publication urosram, as rtTel1 as the personnel undertaking such acti- 

vities, have heen funded by "bits and. pieces" frorr. hudpets for spe-. 

cific resezrch projects. TFIus, in many ways, Dp.C has simply been 

a label coverinz sequential and concurrent multiple research pro- 

jects on specific topics. There has never been a center Faith a 

fomal structure, a repular staff of specialists or resources for 

penera1 center activites. 

W e n  the 



f. emphasize all of this +,c point out that at no time did so3e 

people qet tosether and say ''Let's create afi organization to carry 

out disaster research". 

there i s  nor to this day a formal qroim with a prerlenned program 

of disaster research. The 9RC label obscures the hirthly informal 

and unstructured nature of the whole enterprise. 

pa.ner by Yrem that DRC did this or t5at should be read with the 

understan?.inz that the corporate existefice inplied bv the name is 

more nominal t h m  real. 

It ,just did not happen that b7a.y. ;Crinilarly, 

Statements in the 

m e  naper also seems to indicqte that these are two separate 

tra-litions in the early develoment of socio-behavioral disaster 

research 5n this country: namelys the QRC traditior, and the YAC tra- 

clition. There is an element of truth to this statement: there were 

two tra3itional paths of study. '!owever, the two paths have al- 

ways been Interrelated and share a como~z oripin. The fountainhead 

of disaster research in t5e sccial area in this country was the 

work done in 195O-lQ54 zt the T?a.tional Opinion Research Center ( M R C )  

zt the thiversita of ShicaTo. Charles Fritz vas the work super- 

visor, an.6 I vas one of the staff members of the XORC disaster re- 

search nroject. Toclether we learn& basics about disasters within 

the same context. "ritz vent on to hccome a very major fipure in 

t?te ea.rly 774s disaster studies. I eventually heher! found TIRC in 

2963. que to our chosen career Daths, we kept 3x1 contact in a var- 

iety of vavs, Most importantly. I served. on a number of X4-S com3.t- 

tees dealfna with civil defense and mass emergencies of different 

kinds in which Fritz ha? a leadin? role. Several times, I acted a.s 

an ?%IS consultsnt on disaster mztters. Thus, while most of the TJAS 

work preceded DRC, 50th had a comon oriyin by vay of our extrerience 
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at '.JQPY, as well as the contact nrovided by the continuine vtofes- 

sional interraction betveer, 9.5t.z and me. 

Since '?9YC was the breezin? ,?round for mcst disaster research 

in the lQ5% and the InFns, its imnortance in estnblishino the re- 

search area in this country cannot be overestimated. It was the 

n7WC experiences of Frftz and myself which influenced us in our later 

v~ork in the area, for example, to e n h s i z e  field research and to 

maintain a~ oTemess end flexibility in field clesions. Prom a sub- 

starrtive vievpoint, the YW.C exnerience led us to focus on proups 

rather than individual victims as the hportant unit of disaster 

sturlv. Awone at 'JOW also learned the basic principle that many 

nf t5e mort centrally helc? beliefs about disaster5 by olanners, 

operational. resnonders and eve9 researchers were tnostlv mvtholo- 

cical. "or better or for worse, the T R C  esnerience provided 59th 

the metho2olosical an? theoretical "ujdance for most socio-behav- 

ioraJ- dhaster research i2 the Up-ited Crates for several decades. 

A third point vh.ich never occurred to me un.tiI readins! ?.rem' 

namr concerns the imnlic7-tion that 9% has had sukstantive and. v.eth-- 

odolooical continuitv in its research activities. Rut in look in^ 

hack at the histom of W C ,  =i case can be made that there fias not 

heen as total. a continuitg as mirht be th.ou-ht. It is nossihle to 

see R n?re-I"?r) Fhase m d  a ~?ost--l_~7T! Dhase to the work at W C .  fn 

kis naner. Y r e ~ s  is nrimrilv talkin? ahout the nre-1970 worl- of 

T!?* TTe 8oes not ta.1.e t5e onst--197fl war!,- very nuc5 into account. 

'?hat 5s the dif€erence between the two time periods? L?n to 

about 1960 and trailino off ifito 1971'~ ?T'a research interests 

~.7erc alnost totally restricted to natural disasters an.! the emer- 

~encv-ti.~e neriod. 7u.t from a%out 1169 to about 197?., V C :  
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although operative, WIS not doincr much in the disaster area. 

was not a deliberate withdrawal from the area but rather a conse- 

auence of funding chanpes. For about: five years, DRC, throueh il 

major want from fiTTER, orimarily looked at a non-disaster category 

of mass enerqencies, namely, civil disturbances. At that time, we 

Dartlv rationalized this shift in focus as being a consequence 

of our interest in stuclyinp another kind of cornunity ?ass emr- 

clencv situation other than natural disasters. Whatever the reason, 

?RC was awav from field studies of disasters for a relatively lona 

time. I was curious enowh zyself about this r?atter to no hack 

an8 check the records. I found, for examle, that in the three 

years fron 197n to 1Q72, YX conducted only six field studies in 

tPe Jisaster area. In contrast, T C  undertook 55 different field 

studies izl the civil disturbance area. 

its vork focus for about five vears is cmfimed by the record. 

It vas not until about 1q73 that tbe Center returnec? to .7orFina: 

22 the disaster area. In so2c respects, even this refocus on di- 

sasters h a  heon differwt sifice m havE extended o m  field vork 

to technolo-ical disasters. Emp5cisi.s cpon enerzency-time period 

is no lonoer as ?_ominant as it vas iE t5e pre-l?7Q era and 8iffer- 

ent field orocedures have been instituted. 

This 

Yy feelinp that D?.C changed 

At ary rate, the point is that the E)RC research tradition, 

vvhetber in terns oE research focns or methodological orientation, 

is not a11 of one Diece when loo3:erl at through time. R v  focusin:: 

unon t5e pre-1070 Deriod of DPC, ::reps gives lfttle consideration 

tcr the chanves of the post-ln70 Deriod. 

were exaninert, the description and analvtical evaluation might 

be sonew5at different. At the very least, the different post-1977 

If the full t h e  period 
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W.C research activities would have to be taken into account. 

Substantive Orientation 

Let me turn nov to the substantive orientation of the JXC 

work. There tends to be trw somewhat 6ifferent positions as to 

 at deternines or at least should determine the focus of a re- 

search effort. In sorne scientific circles, there, is the orthodox 

mint of view t3at research ouaht to be puided by theoretical 

schenes or models. This is also sometines voiced in the disaster 

area, althonzh it has x v e r  been clear to me why this natticular 

?.?rea sFould reflect such an orientation when at least s m e  socio- 

lo~!.cal, reseam3 Reviatqs sharnlv most of the tim frorn such a 

stmce 

The othm poiEt of view is that ~clicy questiorrs oup;ht to 

This is a frequently assertcr! position dictate research efforts. 

in the disaster erea. It bes been reflected in some of the dis- 

cussions t5at h m e  clone on at this conference. Sometimes, the 

focus is u p o ~  the vaps in vhich polecy questions should striicture 

research: at other t5res. c?m%asis is upon the imys fn vhich re- 

se2rch ouoht to feed back into pqlicy issues. In the latter ease, 

the imnlication is that feedback will be better if nolicy ques- 

t i m s  are taken into account vhen research starts. ?*%.ile there 

are sone major differences 'wtveen startina wit3 policy or enc?inF 

with no~.icy concerns, both vievs assume that a direct connection 

exists hetween policv matters an6 research activities. 

Ihdoubtedly there is some connection hetveen theory and re- 

semch and hetween policy axld research. ?'owever s I believe to 1jiew 

the matter in such a ~7ay is rather unrealistic. '(y basic position 
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is that a great deal of what happens in a research area is dic- 

tated by extraresearch considerations. Put in other words, the 

substantive questions addressed in many studies stem from other 

than practical policy questions or theoretical positions. 

wise, what is produced nay have few or no direct policy or theore- 

tical consequences. 

other field of study. 

Like- 

This is as true in the disaster area as any 

On the basis of my experiences at DRC, I would say that what 

is examined in studies, the research findings that are produced 

and what is done with the work undertaken is influenced by at 

least three factors. 

One is what I would call organizational needs and constraints. 

This applies both to research sponsors and researchers. There 

arc many reasons why sponsors fund disaster research. To obtain 

research findings on policy implications may be a reason, but in 

~y experience this is very seldom a major consideration. (I do 

not ssty research does not have policy inplications, for it always 

does, but rather that this is seldom a major reason for research 

sponsorship,) 

contributing to agency or group survival; in some cases, it in- 

volves an attem?t to win intra- or extraorganizational legitimacy 

or prestige, In still other cases, research is supported because 

it is believed to be consistent with already prevailing orcaniza- 

tional policies. There are even occasions when funas are given 

for studies because some administrator is genuinely interested in 

learning something that mag be useful for his or her operation! 

bv Doint, of course, is that multiale factors are operative, all. 

legitimate in their own way. W'at research topics will be examined 

Sometimes research is funded because it is seen as 
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are affected by these factors. To pretend, however, that most re- 

search is directly supported because of policy questions or impli- 

cations is, in my view, rather naive. 

I do not know what has been behind the rather substantial di- 

saster research support DRC has enjoyed for over fifteen years. 

Others, such as Jim Kerr, can better explain the intent and reasons 

behind their research support of the Center. I would be surprised, 

however, if our research funding as a whole was not generated by 

all the factors I mentioned, as well as others that anyone know- 

ledgeable of governmental bureaucracies can easily visualize. 

The situation is somewhat the same on the other side, that of 

Research group also have their own varying orga- the researcher. 

nizational needs and constraints which will influence their sub- 

stantive questions and methodological usages. 

Dles to illustrate this point. 

Let me use two exam- 

DRC, in terns of its unofficial structural position in the 

university, was and is informally a part of the sociology depart- 

ment. Very early in its existence, an implicit decision was made 

that we were going to use DRC to give sociology graduate students 

training in large-scale field research involving intensive inter- 

viewine and participant observation. The Center, in other words, 

was to be used for graduate student training. Thus, from the very 

beginning, DRC was c o d t ted to using primarily part-time staff 

menbers without specialized skills who would be mailable only for 

relatively short periods of time before they left upon graduation. 

DRC, therefore, never attempted to move in the direction of having 

career-orient ed, full-time sfaf f . 



I suggest that with non-career, non-specialized and part- 

tine personnel, there are major implications for the kinds of re- 

search which can or cannot be conducted. For instance, since DRC 

was part of the sociology department and training sociology stu- 

dents, it was all but inpossible for us to undertake interdiscipli- 

nary research. Structurally, in other words, it was very diffi- 

cult for DRC to have on its staff either graduate students or facul- 

ty members from departments other than sociology. 

wanted to, we were effectively barred from conducting almost m y  

stud-ies outside the realm of general sociology. 

&en if we 'had 

To play my main theme again, research is never just research-= 

it is social behavior in a social context with all that implies. 

In a sense we all know this, but it might be wise to keep the point 

constantly in mind. Research values and the scientific subculture 

are only part of what is involved. Any assessment of the substan- 

tive or methodological focus of a research effort will be more 

sophisticated and closer to reality of the situation if it assumes 

that there are always many extraresearch factors operative. Cer- 

tainly, the organizational needs and constraints of both sponsors 

and researchers that I have alluded to and simply illustrated in- 

fluenced what DRC substantively dealt with in its studies. 

now, the sociology of knowledge and science should have taught the 

importance of non-research factors, and we would be better off ex- 

pressing the ideology of science less and more readily applying 

its observations to the very act of scientific research itself. 

By 

Another factor that affects research are the theoretical and 

methodological predilections of the people leading the studies 

undertaken. I doubt anyone would challenge such a statement. . . 
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Certainly, such predilections have been operative in the disaster 

area and are manifested in both the topics examined and the way 

research was undertaken at DRC. 

Eovever, there can be and often are two rather different posi- 

tions on this matter. 

the ages, who come along and claim that only their methodology or 

their theory is the acceptable one. Thus, only ethnomethodology 

or structural functional analysis, for example, is deemed worthy 

of use. 

is not my function here to deal with professional or scientific 

delusions. The other position, of course, is that, given the cur- 

rent status of social and behavioral sciences, there can be honest 

differences of opinion as to appropriate theories and methodolo- 

gies. Thus, it is seer, as not possible at this point in time to 

rule out the possible value of different theories and methods cur- 

rently advocated. 

and the openness-to-all cpproaches--expressed in the disaster area. 

DRC has always strongly adhered to the last position. We 

have never advocated only a particular theory or a specific method- 

ology. We have never assumed, for example, that only symbolic 

interactionism or quantitative surveys were the only or even the 

mador ways in which the disaster area necessarily had to be ap- 

proached. 

there are not only different ways, but that using different theor- 

ies and methodologies will lead to substantively different find- 

ings and results. 

For exmple, some researchers have a great deal of confidence 

There are those, and we have had them through 

I think people making such claims have a problem, but it 

Ve find both positions--the only-one approach 

In fact, we have gone further and have assumed that 

in attitude surveys, This is fine, except in terms of my biases; 



1 do not see much connection between attitudes and behaviors. I 

came out of the University of Chicago trained as a social psycho- 

logist, but one of the reasons I became disillusioned with social 

psychology was because of its obsession with the study of atti- 

tudes and opinions. f could not see that much of what I was doing, 

including my disaster work, indicated much of a meaningful rela- 

tionship between attitudes and behaviors. Therefore, for example, 

I became much more interested in looking at behavioral activities 

rather than verbal utterances. 

This brings to mind a remark made at this conference yester- 

day regarding a supposed lack of changing attitudes with respect 

to disaster planning in this country. 

studies may find little changes in such attitudes. On the other 

hand, I am sure that if one did a pre-1970 and a post-13'70 study 

at the cornunity level and used behavioral measures, one would 

find chanqes in disaster preparedness. 9RC did such a study a 

few years ago looking at 12 cornunities around the country. We 

found rather important changes in disaster preparedness planning 

in the last decade or so. There are, for instance, far more emer- 

gency operating centers (EOCs) after 1970 than there were prior 

to that date. There are far nore written disaster plans at the 

cornunity level than ever before. There have been considerably 

more risk assessment anzlyses made in recent years compared with 

earlier. Studies of behavioral measures show differences that 

attitudinal surveys do not, along some lines at least. 

Now I do not deny survey 

?%at I am trying to point out is that you can go out and con- 

duct studies of attitudes and opinions, and you will get certain 

results. There is no doubt of that. But you can also go out and 
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do a behavioral assessment aad come out with a different set of 

findings, as in the example just cited above. The important point 

here is that if you condtlct studies in different ways, with dif- 

ferent theoretical assumptions and with different methods, the end 

result will be different substantive questions and findings. This 

has always been a basic assumption at DRC, and our work should be 

read with that in mind. 

Let ne pursue this point a little further. Recently at DRC, 

we have been doing content analyses of cornunity disaster plans. 

Ve have found that ir, the last few years, insofar as disaster pre- 

parerlness planning is concerned, two new components are consistently 

being added to plans. One has to do with providing disaster-related 

xental health services, and the other has to do with handling chem- 

ical hazards. Ugo Morelli said yesterday tkiat something was going 

on in 9oston, and he vas worriei! about %he fact that there did not 

seem to be a correspondence 'between his-if you vill--behavioral 

observations and what WES reported in the Vright/Rossi studies. 

I do not think there is any incomptability here. I really would 

not question that the Vright/Rossi study found little attitudinal 

supFort of disaster planning, etc. On the other hand, I would 

say that if some other researcher did a study in a different fash- 

io=, rather different Binds of substantive results might be found. 

In terms of the particular substantive question being used as an 

examFle here, it may very well be true that official attitudes 

have not been found to be supportive of community disaster plan- 

ning. But it is also probable that observable changes can be found 

to be going on with respect to such planning, the kind of thing 

Plorelli observed. The issue from my point of view is how the study 
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to obtain findings was conducted-in one case you will get one 

kind of conclusion, in another case you will oet other conclu- 

sions with respect to what is going on in regard to community 

disaster planning. The seeaing contradiction does not stem from 

the world of action, but results from the theoretical and method- 

ological assumptions made by the social and behavioral scientists 

doing studies. 

There is much of this in the disaster area and its substan- 

tive questions and its research findings. Different findings are 

often simply reflecting the theoretical and methodological gre- 

dilections of the people involved. 

methodology is the only saay of gathering data or that one's own 

theory is the only way of analyzing data, and anything else is of 

little or no value. Ny own view, and it is reflected in the sub- 

stantive DRC findings, is that if we use different theories and 

methods, we are going to come up with both different questions and 

findings, all with value in their own way. 

One can assume that one's own 

I think also that in discussing substantive conclusions, we 

sometimes ignore the fact that both researchers and research orga- 

nizations almost always have different audiences for their pro- 

ducts. 

times we address one, sometimes another, afid what we say or write 

will differ as we change our targets. Usually changes in presen- 

tations are aade because we assume there is variation in the know- 

ledge of our audiences. Care, therefore, must be taken in the 

disaster area in assessing statements made for different audiences, 

very few of which are research oriented. 

All of us have multiple audiences for what we report. Some- 
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Let me put this in very concrete terms, cind it has refer- 

ence to something that was said yesterday. Any experienced disas- 

ter researcher--experienced in the sense of knowing what is in the 

research literature since the 1950s--knows that disaster exper- 

ience per se is not crucial or very important in itself in chang- 

ing behavioral perceptions about disasters or initiating post- 

disaster organizational changes. The early 1950-1954 30RC studies 

reached that conclusion regarding disaster victims. 

ting around XORC, trying to relate disaster experiences to some- 

I remember sit- 

thing or other, and concluding their was no such connection. 

1968, DfiC conducted a study of disaster-related organlzational 

In 

change or learning. 

ience an4 organizational change. 

F.ie reached a similar conclusion about exper- 

This followed a Bill Anderson 

study in 1966 of organizational learning after the Alaskan earth- 

quake which also found experience evoked little change. 

mid-l970s, DRC did a 12-city studv about changes in organizations 

at different tine periods up to five years after disasters. me 

In the 

same conclusion vas reachec? again--disaster experience in itself 

is not fi very important factor in change. Similarly, the Wright/ 

Rossi study found that disaster experience was not very crucial 

at the community level. 1 am glad they did the study, and it was 

w x t h  doing, for they established at the comunity level what vas 

previously knoFrn to be true at the individual and organizational 

levels. ExFerience in disaster by itself does not appear to have 

too many direct consequences for changes from predisaster states. 

It is interestinq to note that this contrasts with studies, in- 

cluding one conducted bp Gary Jkeps, which shotred that civil dis- 

turbance experience, when compared with disaster experience, did 

IS 



result in some kinds of organizational changes. 

Disaster experiences, by themselves, do not lead to changes. 

Is this a counterintuitive finding as someone said yesterday of 

the Wright/!?ossi study? 

among disaster researchers. It may, however, by counterintuitive 

elsewhere, given the knowledge of other audiences to vhom the lack 

of importance of experience is presented for the first the. In 

o%her words, you have to assess statements about disaster exper- 

ience in terms of the knovledge of the audiences to whom the state- 

ment is adaressed. Eisaster researchers are not going to be very 

impressed with such a finding, but for other Binds of audiences, 

this maybe a revelation of the first order and worthwhile corn- 

micating to them. It deDends on whom you are talking to and 

what t k y  already know. 

Certainly i+, is not counterintuitive 

The ways in which flndings are reported are also influenced 

by different audiences. Let me use myself as an exmple. When 

I talk to different people about research fizldings in the disas- 

ter area, I rroceed as I do at the university when teaching stu- 

dents. I do ziot say exactly the same things to first year stu- 

dents as I do to graduate students. It is not that I tell them 

different things, but I couch statenents in different ways, assum- 

ing differential 'knowledge a,t different levels. 

with respect to ?qy presenticg findings from the $isaster area. 

For exarnple, I have been stated as much as anyone else that paaic 

and looting do not occur and are not problems in disasters. You 

c m  take m y  number of my statements, both oral and written, and 

see that I say panic and looting are nonexistent disaster problem. 

If the context in which thzse statements are made is examined, it 

The same is true 
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will be found that disaster-inexperienced audiences were primarily 

being addressed. 

and/or looting occurs only in very limited kinds of circumstances" 

will mostly be found in my comments directed to audiences of ex- 

perienced disaster researchers. 

& 

The empirically truer statement that "panic 

Ify point is that in trying to work against a stereotype of 

panic and looting, I frequently make the flat statenent that panic 

and looting do not occur in disasters. From my view, this is the 

best way of challenging existing beliefs and getting certain kinds 

of audiences to think differently. 

ences, my statements will be more qualified, more truly reflecting 

the eETirical data. Under certain circumstances, I oversimplify. 

In other instances, I communicate a little differently. It is 

not that I say different things, but I essentially use a different 

strategy to communicate to audiences with different knowledge. 

With nore knowledgeable audi- 

laen looking at the DRC production of several hundred books, 

articles and talks, it is important to keep in mind they are no.t; 
aimed at only one kind of audience, certainly not just a research- 

orieoted audience. 

Center was of interest to multiple audiences. 

es address different levels and are couched 'indifferently depend- 

ing on whom we are trying to comunicate with in the given instance. 

To take the corpus of DRC work as represented in its literature 

a5 a consistent whole assumes a homogeneity which is not there and 

overlooks products which are deliberately heterogeneous. What 

ire have mod-uced for operational personnel, for instance, is often 

rather different from what we have prepared specifically for, say, 

sociologists. This, by the way, is not said as an apology but 

We h w e  always assumed that the work of the 

Writings and speech- 
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actually as a recommended strategy for academicians. 

researchers in particular m-ite only for others like themselves and 

?,;henbwcder.whytbey Bo not seem to be commicating to the rest of 

the world. A slight oversimplification in an initial comunica- 

tion is not too high a price to pay in order to reach people who 

can actually do sonething with your findings vhich othervise night 

5e totally ignored. At any rate, I suggest DRC is a classic case 

of an organization adciressing multiple audiences, rmging from cit- 

izens at-large to technical specialists. 

Too often, 

YCeps in his Faper was applying certain evnlua%ive standards 

to the DRC work with which I have Ebsolutely no disagreement if we 

assume particular kinds of audiences. But the standards cannot 

be applied across the board, for there have been different audi- 

ences with which DRC has tried to communicate from its very begin- 

ning. 

should be treated in the same differentiated way. I have, at tines, 

had the impression we keep trjing to treat as one consistent piece 

what, is really a set of deliberately disparate elements. Some- 

thing written to convince a research sponsor that they are concern- 

ed with the wrong question in the first ;?lace needs to be assessed 

differently from an article attempting to sh0r.r how a sociological 

specialty area ought to be restructured on the basis of empirical 

findings in the disaster area. 

I think, by the way, the clisaster literature as a whole 

Soneone around this conference said that recommendations should 

be based on hard data. 

tionahle assertion, for it depends both on what is being recomend- 

ed and to whom the recommendation is being directed. 

disaster researchers nay try to have policy aakers in the disaster 

That is a fashionable cliche, but a cues- 

At times, 
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area Eidopk a different perspective about certain aspects of disas- 

ters. In other instancesg disaster researchers may want to raise 

questions about preparedness planning in the minds of disaster plan- 

ers. 

to indicate alternatives which researchers may recommend need not 

at all require hard data. Some communications about some empirical 

data should involve hard data. Eut I would suggest those kinds of 

recommendations are the least importaat a researcher can make. 

mere is also the danger that such a posture will result in the re- 

searcher acting merely as a technician manipulating empirical data 

instead of a scientist doing research. 

search indicBtes, a scientist should be searching again for some- 

To suggest a different perspective, to raise questions and 

As the very name of re- 

thing different, be it a perspective, question, etc. 

I want to conclude ~y remarks on substmtive matters by touch- 

ing on two specific points mentioned by Kreps. 

In my judgment, contrary to what he says, I think DRC has 

been far more successful in producing a realistic conception of 

pre- and postemergency disaster envirormcnts than It has in get- 

ting people to develop a disaster perspective. 

in that we ha-re comunicated a disaster perspective, I would be 

most hapFy since that has been one of my personal, professional 

goals. But I really do not sense we have acconplished anything 

like that. 3f:r inpression is tAat :re have Seen far more successful 

in continufnq to clarilg nisconceptions and undermining myths about 

disaster behavior. The DRC nental health studies on both providers 

and receivers of services illustrate the point well. 

generated epidemiological studies to refute our assertions about 

myths of mental illness but have not led to changes in mental health 

If Kreps is right 

They have 



delivery service systems. 

Xy second point has to do vith the statement by Kreps that 

DRC has attempted to develop typologies of disaster responses, as 

well as a sociological theory of disaster behavior. He nay be 

giving us more credit than we should have, for what we have accom- 

plished on these two matters has been far short of our aim. We 

have struggled with different kinds of typologies, but the end re- 

sults have not been that satisfactory or useful. In fact, a very 

imyortant typological question was approached in the early days 

of DRC and then, unfortunately, .bopped. This w&s the question 

of whet type of mass emergency or crisis a disaster was and the 

different subtypes in whlch a disaster could manifest itself. The 

failure to address tfie conceptual problem of what is a disaster 

and the various subtypes into which it can be subdivided is, in 

my view, a major weakness of the sqhole disaster field. We have 

handicapped ourselves tremendously by blithely ignoring the nature 

of the very focus of the field. 

DRC has also not been very successful in developing a socio- 

logical theory of disaster behavior. Kreps is right in that we 

have tried to operate at the sociological level, and we particu- 

larly have attempted to relate work in the disaster area to col- 

lective behavior theory and organizational theoFj in sociology. 

Uhile the end results have been far more accepted and used than 

our attempts to develop typ9lOgieS, we are still far from anything 

which could be fairly characterized as a sociological theory of 

disaster response. f4ost of what we have done is to move in that 

direction and to insist on the sociological perspective, .but 

Kreps is on-target with his statement th=t we have not Yet ?reduced 
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a sociological theory of the phenomena. In fact, at least out- 

side sociology, we have not yet adequately communicated the socio- 

logical perspective on disasters; that is, the notion of the inter- 

relatedness of social phenomena, the latent nature of much social 

activity, the notion of unforeseen consequences, the idea of social 

emergence, et c . 

Philosophy of Research 

In taking up some philosophical issues with respect to the 

DRC research, I want to talk about three things. 

explicitly discussed in the pa2er by Kreps. I think at least two 

of them are implicit in his remarks, but whether this is the case 

or not, they are matters raised elsewhere by others who have eval- 

uated,. usually implicitly, the DRC work. 

None of them are 

One issue has to do with the generally qualitative research 

vork of DRC. In actual fact, DRC has undertaken far more quanti- 

tative work than is realized, including two of the largest disas- 

ter population field surveys ever conducted. 

Xenia tornado involving a strictly random sample of 600 households, 

obtained mort? in-depth data fro2 face-to-face interviews averaging 

several hours than all but a small handful of other field studies 

ever done by anyone in the disaster area. The vast majority of 

the several dozen Ph.D. dissertations using DRC data are mostly 

quantitative studies, 

ducted highly controlled laboratory experiments, including the 

fine work produced by Tom Drabek. 

Our survey in the 

In its early days, the Center actually con- 

Perhaps others' lack of knowledge of DRC's quantitative data 

stems from the fact that much of this data has never been put into 



reports for general public circulation. In part, this is because 

a number of the analyses undertaken simply confirmed what was al- 

ready generally known. For example, DRC examined in two major 

random saqle population surveys the extent and nature of looting 

behavior in the Wilkes-Barre flood and in the Xenia tornado. The 

detailed statistical analyses reinforced earlier impressions be- 

cause it found that, in general, looting was a very minor pro- 

blem at best in these two Americm disasters. Since I am not par- 

ticularly impressed by numbers, I have not thought it especially 

necessary to add- this quantified confirmation of whst I and others 

have long stated is amone; the hyths" of disaster behavior. 

our failure to publicize such data and findings undoubtedly has 

led to the non-quantitative image of DRC which prevails among many 

in the disaster area. 

But 

Revertheless, despite generel misperceptions of the range of 

the DRC data-gathering activities, it is true that our work is more 

qualitative than quantitative. 

phical assumptions which are given expression in the particular 

methodological techniques we have used and in the theoretical ques- 

tions we have asked. Thus, some of' what we have examined and found 

simply reflects certain methodological biases. 

the developent of emergent groups, a prime focus of DRC research, 

for example, have to be studied in a non-randon, non-survey fash- 

ian. Similarly, my okm iEtcrest in par,ic behavior in stress sit- 

uations reflects my assumption that such a phenomenon is very 

worthy of study because it represents an extreme case of human be- 

havior and not because it is a real practical policy issue or a 

crucial question in any current iioainant sociological or social 

This does reflect certain philoso- 

The processes of 
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psychological theory. 

either are interested in or account for panic phenomena. What 

has been and is being studied at DRC and how it is studied un- 

doubtedly expressed intellectual preferences of what is speci- 

fically worthy to study in particular ways. What others may study 

in different ways, in my view, simply reflects different intellec- 

tual biases and preferences. Given the current disarray and con- 

troversies regarding all theoretical and methodological issues 

in the social sciences and particularly sociology, I am not at 

all impressed with claims for or arguments that only one research 

path in the disaster are& is the ideal one, or that there is a 

prototype all researchers should follow now or in the near future. 

In fact, none of the standard theories 

However, to get back to the main point, to assume only one 

path or multiple paths does make a difference in what is studied 

and the acceptability of research findings. The substantive re- 

sults of the DRC studies in the disaster area in the 1960s fol- 

lowed frolo the general multiple path orientation of the Center and 

its parkicular theoretical and methodological biases and prefer- 

ences. As such, evaluation of the work will differ depending on 

what criteria of judgment are used, those involved in the orien- 

tation of the Center or those involved in a different orientation. 

Anselm Strauss and others have for some time been pointing 

out that qualitative research comes out poorly when judged accord- 

ing to the criteria of quentitative research, %ut if criteria of 

qualitative work are used to assess quantitative research, the 

latter comes out rather badly in terms of its scientific worth. 

Without fully accepting the conclusion reached, I do think the 

point raise2 is not totally irrelevant along some lines when 



looking at the DRC work. 

about the non-randomness of samples, the absence of frequency 

distributions, the non-quantitative indicators, etc. in much of 

the Center's work simply miss the mark. 

of studies which we were interested in doing, other matters of 

more scientific worth and value were being taken into account in 

the questions we posed and the ways in which we obtained data. 

Judged by the standards of qualitative work, this DZC work is not 

without some merit. However, it is understandable €hat some cri- 

tics of the DRC work do not understand this since even some of 

the graduate students who worked for the Center were so brainwashed 

by the methodological ideology dominant in the 1950s and 1360s 

in sociolo,qy methodology that they also fell into the snare of 

thinking *hat quantitative criteria were meaningfully applied to 

qualitative work. As the or.:hodoxy of that approach has waned in 

the last decade, it is noticeable that the post-1970 students at 

the Center seem less cmcerned than the earlier ones about adher- 

ing to a dogma that there is only one scientifically acceptable 

kind of data. 

ing who said, "Perhaps the greatest superstition in the world to- 

day is numerology-the belief that soniehow numerical information 

is always superior to qualitative, structural and topological infor- 

mation. The plain truth is t3at nmbers, for the most part, are 

e figment of the human imgination" (from "In Praise of Ineffi- 

ciency," AGB Reports, January-February 1978). 

Questions which may sometimes be raised 

In the qualitative kinds 

Most seem to agree with the economist Kenneth Bould- 

Somewhat more briefly, 

ea1 Faints about scientific 

tinent to the DRC studies. 
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let me touch on two other philosophi- 

research, especially as they are per- 

There is a substantial controversy in 



sociology about whether research should give priority to theory 

and hypothesis development or to theory and hypothesis testing. 

This is no place to explain or detail these two views, but they 

are reflected in the research done in the disaster area. 

work generally stands with those who argue that it is premature 

to attempt to test theories and hypotheses when we often do not 

even have the most simple of descriptive knowledge of much disas- 

ter phenomena, In-depth studies, in my view, are more meaningful 

when there exists a comprehensive general overview of the generic 

phenomena being examined. The DRC work hss, therefore,, aimed at 

breadth rather than in-depth coverage of the disaster area. 

The DRC 

%%is is related to another point. It again relates to dif- 

ferences of opinion on whether a field of research should concen- 

trate on particular topics or keep developing new topics. 

general position was that in an unexplored area such as disaster 

research, it was far more important that new questions be raised, 

that net7 topics be explored and that generally a socio-behavioral 

perspective be brought to bear on as many aspects of disaster 

phenomena as was possible, In fact, given that for some years 

DRC stood almost alone on conducting socio-behavioral research 

in this country, we felt a professional responsibility to try to 

keep disaster research ever expanding into new topics and ques- 

tions. 

study are the following: the handling of the dead; the role of 

financial institutions in disasters; the delivery of emergency 

medical services in mass casualty-producing situations; the oper- 

ation of the mass media in community crises; the role of religion 

and religious institutions in tines of disasters; the provision 

Our 

Among the disaster topics which DRC has opened up for 
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of mental health services in mass emergencies; legal problems in 

community emergencies; the diffusion of knowledge about disaster 

planning among emergency organizations; socio-behavioral prepara- 

tions for and responses to acute chemical hazards; similarities 

and differences between civil disturbances and disasters; post- 

fmpact community conflict and cooperation; cross-cultural differ- 

ences in national-level responses to catastrophes; and the oper- 

ation of EOCs, hospitals, departments of public works, schools 

and the military in disasters. 

DRC to move continually into new questions and issues, leaving 

the more detailed and in-depth work for other researchers to under- 

take. 

exploratory and pioneering work far more challenging and interest- 

ing than studies of nonvirgin disaster matters and issues. 

was exciting to learn in o w  field studies of warning during the 

Pelm Sunday tornadoes of 1965 that failure in interorganizational 

communications was the crucial factor involved in the transmis- 

sion of warnings rather than failure of the population at-large 

to heed the warnings. Xaybe the University of P-finnesota people 

presently focusing in great depth and detail on the interorqani- 

zational links in the warning chain are having the same kind of 

fun we had in doing our work, but I doubt it! 

It has been a definite policy of 

As a not unimportant aside, I might say tha% I find such 

It 

Let me conclude my remarks with a more general observation. 

In another setting and for other gnq-poses, I recently wrote that 

research in the disaster area was geometrically rather than arith- 

metically increasing. 

press%ve quantitative growth of the area. 

conference to assess earlfer disaster research is even a better 

I cited that as an indication of the in- 

The efforts at this 
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sign. 

enough so that systematical attention can now be turned to a 

qualitative assessment of what it is producing. 

of this is correct, this conference may have been a more signi- 

ficant mee;ting than was planned or envisioned. 

It indicates that the field has developed quantitatively 

If my reading 


